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Background
In cooperation with Accelerate Estonia and the Ministry of 

Economic Affairs and Communications, Futurist had a great 

challenge of creating a four-day prototype of a new “know 

your customer” solution that would help avoid unnecessary 

bureaucracy and save time and money for both companies 

and individuals. The new solution had to be practical, reliable, 

simple, and user-friendly.

The initial hypothesis was that the design sprint would help 

to convene the necessary specialists for four days, as a result 

of which the common vision would be clarified quickly and 

there would be an opportunity to test the final solution. As all 

meetings were banned in the country due to the coronavirus, 

the design print took place virtually across the video bridge.



The Challenge
Knowing your customer (or KYC) is a procedure 

in which obligated parties perform customer 

relationship due diligence measures - including 

identity, actual beneficiaries, purpose and nature of 

the business relationship. These procedures require 

enhanced customer due diligence to comply with 

anti-money laundering (AML) and counter-terrorism 

(CFT) laws and regulations.

“What could an 
innovative KYC based 
service look like 
which would cut red 
tape and make data 
sharing more secure 
and transparent?”



The Team
We involved specialists from different backgrounds who through 
their expertise would be able to approach the problem as 
versatile as possible. The ideas and discussions were even more 
diverse because the team members did not usually cooperate at 
this level on a daily basis.

Rainer Osanik (Product Owner, KYCer)
Ragnar Toomla (Development Manager, SEB)
Anne Kalberg-Sägi (Product Manager, SEB)
Tiina Kruusimägi (Product Manager, Ministry of Economic Affairs 
and Communications)
Sirli Heinsoo (Project Manager, Ministry of Economic Affairs and 
Communications)
Eik Aab (Aanalyst, EA Innovitas)
Märt Ostra (Programmer, Catapult Labs)
Andres Kostiv (Design Sprint Facilitator, UI/UX designer, Futurist)
Kadri Hansson (UI/UX designer, Futurist)

All team members freed up their calendars for the design 
sprint of four work days, which ensured a sharp focus, excellent 
teamwork and a unified move towards the final solution.

Product Owner
Customer Service
Programmer / IT Specialist
Project Manager
Designer



- There would be a solution as simple as Smart-ID and
   payment center for the verification of personal data

- The solution would be convenient to use

- To make it easy to open and suspend data viewing rights

- The same data do not need to be verified more than once

- Align the team for future cooperation

- Test the suitability of the solution in the private and 
  public sectors

- Create a concept for self-service that is fast and
  easy to develop

- The solution would be scalable enough to compete with 
  other service providers

- The solution would be compatible with existing “know 
  your customer” (KYC) and money laundering 
  prevention (AML) standards

What 
team 
expected
of design
sprint



Course of Design Sprint

NELJAPÄEV

Tagasiside 
prioritiseerimine 

järgmiste sammude 
loomiseks

Testime prototüüpi 
viie lõppkasutaja 

peal

KOLMAPÄEV

Värbame testitavad 
ja et viia läbi 

lõppkasutajatega 
testimine

Disainime ja loome 
prototüübi

TEISIPÄEV

Loome prototüübi 
piltloo abil

Valime parimad 
lahendused

ESMASPÄEV

Lahenduste hunniku 
loomine

Väljakutse 
defineerimine

WORKSHOP
WORKSHOP

ESMASPÄEV TEISIPÄEV KOLMAPÄEV NELJAPÄEV

Defining the 
challenge

Creating a number of 
different concepts

Choosing the best 
concepts

Primary prototyping, 
creating user stories

Designing and 
prototyping

Recruiting for 
user-testing

User testing on five 
end users

Prioritising feedback 
in order to create 

next steps

THUWEDTUEMON



Persona Egert
Name: Egert

Age: 43

Sex: male

Profession: 

entrepreneur

Pain Points of Egert: 

- repeated reporting of the same 
  information about his company (eg 
  another bank, leasing company, notary, 
  auditor, legal aid provider, etc.)

- has to constantly provide additional 
  evidence about certain data and 
  confirm that the information is correct

- does not want to spend valuable work 
  time on data collection and its input 
  over and over

Uses Devices: smartphone and laptop

Win for Egert:
- speed of service availability
- convenience of accessing the services
- less unnecessary steps to use different  
  services

Unnegotiables for Egert’s company:
- the business must work seamlessly
- profits must continue coming in
- costs must be minimal



How 
might 
we...

... make data accessible, machine readable and

    integrated into their own systems?

... make the data reliable - so that it is verified

    either by the person himself or by the state?

... be able to control with whom the data is shared and 

    who has viewed it?

... make the data available internationally?

... be able to check the data periodically?



Can we...

... do so that state-owned data would be available in real time when KYC queries are run?

... do so that the data would be public?

... regulate the service so that data protection would not counteract?

... do so that the obligated entity should perform the operation electronically?



With a red dot we marked the main concept of the design sprint and the 
central problem that we aimed to solve together.0

Customer 
Journey 
Mapping



1
Sketching
Primary
Ideas



2
As part of the quiet individual voting, we used 
red dots to highlight the best elements of 
generated concepts.

Concept
Selection



3
Creating
Realistic
Prototype

We drew the views of the realistic prototype in Figma where all 
participants were able to see in real time how the design was 
coming together and were able to participate in its creation.



4 The user-testing took place virtually via Zoom. Each participant 
was interviewed and completed the test story task. We then 
analysed which parts of the prototype worked and which did not, 
after which we selected the priority areas for improvement.

User-tests 
and further
development



Novel KYC service
proposal which is ready for 
immediate IT development



KYCer.
Concept Prototype



Results of the Google 
Design Print

Preliminary analysis documentation.

Specific long-term goal with performance indicators attached in order to be able to align 
internally towards the goal.

Pinpointed following steps which are based on effort / impact mapping.

Realistic concept prototype for KYC solution which is tested on end users (and includes 
design files and end user test videos).

A new level of fast and paperless administration of personal data.

Detailed PDF report with design print findings and suggestions on how to proceed.



“Super! Very good structure and well-thought-out solution. It seems 
to me that the virtual Google design sprint has come to stay!”

- Ragnar Toomla, Head of Digital Strategy at the SEB Baltic Division

Customer Feedback
“We started the KYCer design sprint on Monday and already by 
Thursday we had tested the prototype with users. The pace was 
good, the experience interesting, the result enjoyable!”

- Rainer Osanik, Product Owner (KYCer)



Aitäh!


